
EROS MIX 6/1
SKU: 01200EROS6MIX

Half refrigerated-half heated buffet with laminated wood 
structure and upper fixed Plexiglass sneezeguard. Two 
frontal tip-up dish-holders included. AISI 304 stainless 
steel wells, 18 cm. deep, equipped with two separate 
drain cocks. Static refrigeration of the well with gas 
R452a and equipped with a s/steel grid, temperature 
controlled by digital thermostat. Bain marie heated side 
settled by a mechanical thermostat ( 30°/ 90°C) with 
indicator light. Lighting with neon lamp. Two castors with 
brake included. Equipped with a power cable with 
industrial plug.

1 GR 3 GN 
1/1 up to 

h.150
2629 W Ø125 3 2

Optional/Options

OPT. 1 EROS 6

Chromed upper 
protection frame

OPT. 7 ATHENA/EROS 6

Folding S/steel tube 
trayholder

UK

Surcharge for UK plug

OPT. 3

Side folding dish-
holder in laminated 
wood

OPT. 3 IN-T

Side folding dish-
holder in stainless 
steel tube
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OPT. 3 IN-LA

Side folding dish-
holder in full stainless 
steel

OPT. 9

Wood dish-holder to 
create a continuous 
outline

OPT. 9 IN

S/s tube dish-holder to 
create a continuous 
outline

Finiture/Finishes

LBE - BIRCH LRV - OAK LOM - ELM LSA - SAND LNO - WALNUT

LWE - WENGE' LNE - FOG LAN - ANTHRACITE LBV - VEINED WHITE LNV - VEINED BLACK

LGR - GREY LOR - ORANGE LBL - BLUE LVA - AQUAMARINE LPS - DARK STONE

LTC - LIGHT FABRIC
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